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Healthcare Brochure

Praxtour - VirtuReal cycling for the healthcare sector

Make use of the most user-friendly software and
choose your favourite route.

Set up your personal profiel account and pick your challenge.

Healthcare. Praxtour offers various movement concepts for
the healthcare sector that motivate different groups to move.
With VirtuReal cycling Praxtour brings the most beautiful
and challenging routes from across Europe to the user, as
if you are actually there! Experience the stunning nature of
the mountains or enjoy scenic routes that lead you through
marvellous landscapes of rivers with beautiful views. Naturally
we also offer routes through cities and villages. At the
foundation of this virtual cycling experience lies the very userfriendly software VRC 2.0.
Praxtour Cruise. The ideal trainer for the fit recreational
cyclist. Together with the VRC 2.0 software a realistic indoor
cycling experience is offered. By pedalling faster or slower you
determine the pace of the film. The resistance is automatically
adjusted according to the slope (active resistance). You can
change gears in the way you would on a normal bike. The
resistance level can be adjusted so that less trained cyclist
can also ride the route. The bike is easily mounted and has
a comfortable seat. The results are saved in your personal
scoreboard and can be used for comparison or further analysis.
PraxFit. PraxFit is a unique software package that can
transform any training device with a rotating pedalling
mechanism (cardio bike, trainer with passive or active
movement) into a virtual cycling bike. An ANT+ sensor is
mounted to the crank and a wireless connection with the
software is established. Based on the rotating speed (RPM) of
the crank the film is set into motion and the user is stimulated
to move in a beautiful surrounding. It is also possible to play
the film at a pre-set pace.

Praxtour - VirtuReal cycling for the healthcare sector
PraxFit as an integrated solution. Praxtour has created an
integrated PraxFit solution for the MOTOmed Letto and the
Ergofit Recumbent.
Screen options. The systems are offered with either a 24” or
27” touchscreen monitor or a 43’’ screen with build in computer
mouse. This makes it very easy to use. The software is also
easily linked to a large TV screen or beamer (Multiscreen).
This motivates others to move as well.
Route films. With the purchase of a Praxtour system you
also receive several boxes with route films. Additionally we
have plenty of other boxes with different route films available,
both challenging cols, scenic flat routes and routes through
different cities and villages. See www.praxtour.com for the
current offering. Every route is divided into 6 sub-sections that
can function as start / finish. This enables you to start or finish
at a different location each time.
Customized route films. We also offer the possibility to
make customized route films at an affordable price. This is of
great additional value for the healthcare sector. Cycling in a
well-known surrounding with many recognizable points full of
memories, the ideal motivation!

Praxtour creates custom made routes.

Interested? Are you interested in one of our products or
would you like to receive more information? Please do not
hesitate to contact us by mailing to info@praxtour.com.

The route appears and you can start directly! So pedal away!

Praxtour Cruise

Multiple routes in one box.

Check www.praxtour.com for more information about Praxtour,
the newest route films and free updates.

PraxFit + MOTOmed Viva

PraxFit + 43’’ screen

PraxFit + MOTOmed Letto

